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Abstract Model-driven engineering is an emerging software
engineering approach that relies on model transformation. Typ-
ical kinds of model transformations are model refinement and
model refactoring. Whenever such a transformation is applied
to a consistent model, we would like to know whether the
consistency is preserved by the transformation. Therefore, in
this article, we formally define and explore the relation be-
tween behaviour inheritance consistency of a refined model
with respect to the original model, and behaviour preservation
of a refactored model with respect to the original model. As
it turns out, there is a strong similarity between these notions
of behaviour consistency and behaviour preservation. To il-
lustrate this claim, we formalised the behaviour specified by
UML 2.0 sequence and protocol state machine diagrams. We
show how the reasoning capabilities of description logics, a
decidable fragment of first-order logic, can be used in a natu-
ral way to detect behaviour inconsistencies. These reasoning
capabilities can be used in exactly the same way to detect be-
haviour preservation violations during model refactoring. A
prototype plug-in in a UML CASE tool has been developed
to validate our claims.

Key words model-driven engineering, UML 2.0, descrip-
tion logics, model refinement, model refactoring, behaviour
preservation.

1 Introduction

Model-driven engineering is an approach to software devel-
opment where the primary focus is on models, as opposed to
source code. Models are built representing different views on
a software system. Models continually evolve into new ver-
sions, and can be used to generate executable code. The ulti-
mate goal is to raise the level of abstraction, and to develop
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and evolve complex software systems by manipulating mod-
els only. The manipulation of models is achieved by means
of model transformation, which is considered to be the heart
and soul of model-driven engineering [33].

Because model-driven engineering is still in its infancy,
there is a need for sophisticated formalisms, techniques and
associated tools supporting model transformation. In this ar-
ticle, we focus on the activities of model refinement, model
refactoring and model inconsistency management in particu-
lar. Model refactoring is a transformation used to improve the
structure of a model while preserving its behaviour. Model
refinement is a transformation that adds more detail to an ex-
isting model. Both kinds of model transformation activities
are crucial during model evolution, but need to be comple-
mented by the activity of inconsistency management, to deal
with possible inconsistencies that may arise in a model after
its transformation.

In this article, we introduce a formalism that relates all of
the above activities. More specifically, we formally explore
the relation between behaviour consistencies of model refine-
ments and behaviour preservation of model refactorings. In
addition, we show the practical use of this formalism through
a plug-in we developed for a commercial UML CASE tool.
This tool allows us to detect in an automatic way whether
model refinements and model refactorings are behaviourally
consistent.

As a motivating example of what can be achieved, con-
sider the situation depicted in Figure 1. A class ATM (version
1.0) is refined into a subclass CardChargingATM (version
1.1) in a behaviourally consistent way. This means that the
behaviour of the CardChargingATM class (expressed by
means of a state machine or sequence diagram, for example)
should specialise the behaviour of the ATM class in the way
formally defined in [10].

Now suppose that the CardChargingATM class evolves
into a new version 1.2, as illustrated in Figure 1. Then we
would like to know whether or not the evolved behaviour of
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Fig. 1 Scenario of evolution of our motivating example.

the CardChargingATM class is still behaviourally consis-
tent with the class ATM of which it is a refinement.

Similarly, suppose that the behaviour of the CardCharging-
ATM class is refactored into a new version 1.3. Although the
refactoring modifies the structure of the state machine of Card-
ChargingATM, we would like to guarantee that it does not
affect the existing behaviour (by definition of refactoring). In
other words, we need to check that the refactored version of
CardChargingATM is still behaviourally consistent with
the original ATM class. Again, we can formally express this
notion of behaviour preservation, and verify it in an auto-
mated way. A worked out example of non-trivial model refac-
torings at the level of state machine diagrams will be given in
the next section. These model refactorings are similar to those
that can be found in the research literature [40,3].

The remainder of the paper will be structured as follows.
Section 2 presents the motivating example in detail. Section 3
formalises behaviour as defined in UML 2.0 protocol state
machines and sequence diagrams. Section 4 defines behaviour
inheritance consistencies in the context of state machines and
sequence diagrams. Section 5 formalises behaviour preserva-
tion in the context of model refactoring and shows that the
notions of consistency and preservation are closely related.
Section 6 proves some additional properties about the be-
haviour of classes that already obey certain consistency and
preservation properties. Section 7 introduces the formalism
of Description Logics (DLs) [2] and shows how the different
notions of consistency and preservation can be expressed as a
set of logic facts in this formalism. Section 8 briefly discusses
an implementation of our inconsistency detection approach in
a description logics engine, and its integration in a commer-
cial UML CASE tool using its built-in plug-in mechanism.
Related work is discussed in Section 9. Section 10 concludes
this paper.

2 Motivation

2.1 Motivating Example

The motivating example used throughout this paper, is based
on the design of an automatic teller machine (ATM), origi-
nally developed by Prof. Russell Bjork for a computer science

course at Gordon University1. The class diagrams of this de-
sign are presented in Figures 2 and 3.

The dynamic behaviour of the ATM class is partially rep-
resented by the protocol state machine in Figure 4. Other
aspects of the dynamic behaviour are represented by usage
scenarios of instances of ATM, such as the one shown in the
sequence diagram in Figure 5. This sequence diagram shows
part of an interaction between instances of the classes ATM,
CustomerConsole, CashDispenser, Session,
Withdrawal and Message, when a user decides to make
a withdrawal. The messages sent in the diagram first retrieve
the account number and the amount to withdraw. Next, mes-
sages are sent to verify if there is enough cash in the ATM
and if the transaction is allowed by the bank. In this scenario,
it is assumed that both conditions are fulfilled. Finally, the
transaction is completed by dispensing the amount of cash to
the user and printing a receipt.

2.2 Behaviour inconsistencies

Following the spirit of our motivating example, in this pa-
per we assume that the behaviour of a class is defined as a
combination of its protocol state machine and all sequence
diagrams in which instances of the considered class are in-
volved. This will enable us to formally define the behaviour
of a class, and allow us to detect behaviour inconsistencies.

As an example, one of the possible behaviour inconsisten-
cies that can arise is called behaviour incompatibility. This
would happen if we can find a sequence in one of the se-
quence diagrams that is not contained in the set of call se-
quences of the protocol state machine of the class. For a more
detailed classification and description of all possible inconsis-
tencies, we refer to [43].

Coming back to the behaviour of the ATM class, as de-
scribed by the protocol state machine of Figure 4 and the se-
quence diagram of Figure 5, we can verify that it does not
have any behaviour incompatibility. Indeed, each sequence
of the ATM sequence diagram of Figure 5 is contained in the
set of call sequences of the ATM state machine diagram of
Figure 4.

1 http://www.cs.gordon.edu/courses/cs211
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ATM
!id:Integer
!cash:Cash

+switchOn():void
+switchOff():void
+getID():Integer
+cardInserted():void
+performStartup():void
+performShutdown():void
+readCard():Card
+verifyPIN(pin:Integer,aCard:Card):Boolean
+ejectCard():void
+dispenseCash(amount:Cash):void
+checkIfCashAvailable(cash:Cash):Boolean
+acceptEnvelope():void
+getAccountNbr():Integer
+getAmountEntry():Cash
+displayCash(amount:Cash):void
+send(m:Message):Boolean
+readPIN():Integer
+displayMessage(message:String):void

CardReader

+ejectCard():void
+retainCard():void
+readCard():Card

CashDispenser
!cash:Cash

+setInitialCash(initialCash:Cash):void
+dispenseCash(amount:Cash):void
+checkCash(amount:Cash):void

CustomerConsole

+readPIN():Integer
+readAmount():Cash
+readAccountNbr():Integer
+displayAmount(amount:Cash):void
+display(message:String):void

EnvelopeAcceptor

+acceptEnvelope():void

Bank

+openConnection():void
+closeConnection():void
+verifyPIN(pin:Integer,aCard:Card):Boolean

OperatorPanel

+getInitialCash():Cash

ReceiptPrinter

+printReceipt():void

Session

+performSession():void
+handleFailedTransaction():void

1 cashdispenser+

1ATM!>CashDispenser1acceptor+

1 ATM!>EnvelopeAcceptor

1..*

1ATM!>Bank
1printer+

1 ATM!>Printer

session+0..1

atm+ 1

Session!>ATM

Cash
!amount:double

+add(amount:Cash):void
+subtract(amount:Cash):void
+equal(amount:Cash):Boolean
+greaterThan(amount:Cash):Boolean
+lessThan(amount:Cash):Boolean

atm+

1 reader+

1ATM<!>CardReader

1 panel+

1ATM<!>OperatorPanel

1console+

1 ATM!>Console

Fig. 2 Class diagram for the ATM design.

Analysing and detecting behaviour inconsistencies becomes
essential when we start making changes to our design model,
either by modifying the class diagram, sequence diagrams or
protocol state machines, or by adding new diagrams or re-
moving existing ones. In all of these cases, it is important to
be able to determine whether the changes made give rise to
new behaviour inconsistencies.

2.3 Model refinement

As a first concrete example of what can happen during model
evolution, we will consider a refinement of a class. More
specifically, we will add a subclass of an existing class with a
“refined” behaviour w.r.t. the original class. This notion of be-
haviour refinement can be formalised by means of a specific
notion of consistency, namely behaviour inheritance consis-
tency. In this section we will only present the intuition behind
it. For a formal definition, we refer to Section 4.

In version 1.1 of the design model of our running exam-
ple, we add a new subclass CardChargingATM that is a
refined version of class ATM that not only allows the cus-
tomer to withdraw cash money, but also to charge “virtual”
money to his bank card. This refined behaviour of Card-
ChargingATM is represented by the protocol state machine
in Figure 6. An orthogonal composite state Verifying-
Transaction is added to the existing composite state
GettingCustomerSpecifics (see Figure 4). Its sub-
state VerifyATMBalance is moved one level deeper into
the new composite state VerifyingTransaction. The
customer still has to specify the account number and the amount

of cash for withdrawal. The states AccountEntry and Amount-
Entry are still part of the GettingCustomerSpecifics
state and not of the orthogonal VerifyingTransaction
state. As a result, the same account number and amount will
be used to charge the customer’s bank card and to withdraw
money. Verifying if the customer’s account has sufficient funds
and if the transactions are allowed by the bank is now done
in parallel. Once these checks have been passed, the ATM dis-
penses the money and at the same time, the CardCharging-
ATM class, unlike its parent, the ATM class, charges the card.

To be able to determine whether CardChargingATM
is a formal refinement of ATM, we need to formalise the con-
sistency relationship between both classes. Given that both
classes are related via inheritance, we can base ourselves on
the substitutability principle [20], and require that an instance
of the subclass CardChargingATM must be usable in each
situation where an instance of the superclass ATM is expected.
We can state this more precisely in terms of sequence dia-
grams and protocol state machines as follows: each sequence
of the ATM sequence diagram of Figure 5 should be contained
in the set of sequences of the CardChargingATM state ma-
chine diagram of Figure 6.

In our case, ATM and CardChargingATM do not obey
this consistency rule, because an instance of CardCharging
ATM will withdraw money and it will always charge a card.
It is not possible to skip the charging of the card and im-
mediately choose a new transaction, which is the original
behaviour of the ATM class. Hence, according to this view,
CardChargingATM cannot be regarded as a refinement of
ATM.
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Account

!balance:Cash

+getCurrentBalance():Cash
+setCurrentBalance(newBalance:Cash):void
+verifyAccountBalance(cash:Cash):Boolean

Transaction

+performTransaction():Boolean
+getCustomerSpecifics():void
+completeTransaction():void

Transfer

+getCustomerSpecifics():void
+completeTransaction():void

Deposit

+getCustomerSpecifics():void
+completeTransaction():void

Withdrawal

+getCustomerSpecifics():void
+completeTransaction():void

Inquiry

+getCustomerSpecifics():void
+completeTransaction():void

0..1

from+

1
Withdrawal!>Account

0..1

to+ 1

Deposit!>Account

to+

1

0..1

Transfer!>toAccount

0..1from+

1 Transfer!>fromAccount

0..1

from+ 1

Inquiry!>Account

CurrentAccount SavingsAccount

Fig. 3 Class diagram for the Account and Transaction class hierarchies.

 

PINEntry

VerifyWithdrawalGiveCash

GettingCustomerSpecifics

AccountEntry

VerifyATMBalance

AmountEntry cash := getAmountEntry()

cashAvailable := checkIfCashAvailable(cash)

ChoosingTransaction

getAccountNbr()[WITHDRAWAL]

allowedWithdrawal := send(m)[cashAvailable]

dispenseCash(cash)[allowedWithdrawal]

[valid−PIN]

PrintReceipt

ReturningCard

printReceipt()

ejectCard()

 

VerifyingPIN
verifyPIN()

readPIN()[not valid−PIN && tries < 3]

retainCard()[not valid−PIN && tries = 3]

cancel()

RetainCard

[not allowedWithdrawal] [not cashAvailable]

Idle readPIN()

Fig. 4 UML protocol state machine diagram for ATM class.

2.4 Model evolution

Starting from version 1.1, one can make further changes to
the design model. For example, we could continue to evolve
the behaviour of CardChargingATM by introducing a new
state (AmountEntryCard) and transitions in the compos-
ite state GettingCustomersSpecifics as shown in the
state machine diagram in Figure 7 (representing part of ver-
sion 1.2 of the design model). This is an example of an evo-
lution step where we have added new functionality to the
CardChargingATM class. The amount to be withdrawn
and to be charged on the card can now be different. This was
not the case for the previous version of the CardCharging-
ATM (in version 1.1 of the design model).

2.5 Model refactoring

We can also consider more restrictive model evolutions, that
do not add new functionality or remove existing functionality,
but have the purpose of simplifying the design model with-
out changing its behaviour. Such model evolutions are called
model refactorings.

For model refactoring, the idea of behaviour consistency
is very important. If we know that a given design model is be-
haviour consistent, and we perform a model refactoring, then
we expect the evolved design model to be behaviour consis-
tent too. In other words, the refactoring is assumed to pre-
serve certain behaviour consistency properties. Being able to
verify or guarantee preservation of these properties becomes
crucial in this situation.
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s:Session

 :Withdrawal
1 : Withdrawal(atm, s)

2 : x:=performTransaction()
2.1 : getCustomerSpecifics()

 :CustomerConsoleatm:ATM :CashDispenser

2.2.1 : dispenseCash(cash)

2.2.1.1 : dispenseCash(cash)

2.1.1 : accnumber:=getAccountNbr()

2.1.1.1 : accnumber:=readAccountNbr()

2.1.2 : cash:=getAmountEntry()

2.1.2.1 : cash:=readAmount()

m:Message

2.1.4 : Message(accnumber, cash, WITHDRAWAL)

2.1.5 : true:=send(m)

2.1.3 : true:=checkIfCashAvailable(cash)

2.1.3.1 : checkCash(cash)

2.2 : completeTransaction()

2.3 : printReceipt()

Fig. 5 Sequence diagram for withdrawal scenario on an ATM.

GettingCustomerSpecifics

AccountEntry

AmountEntry

cash := getAmountEntry()

 VerifyingTransaction

VerifyATMBalance
VerifyWithdrawal

GiveCash

dispenseCash(cash)[allowWithdrawal]

allowWithdrawal := send(m)[cashAvailable]

InitWithdrawal

cashavailable := checkIfCashAvailable(cash)

VerifyCharging CardChargingchargeCard()[allowCharging]InitCharging allowCharging := send(m)

 

PINEntry
ChoosingTransaction

[valid!PIN]

PrintReceipt

ReturningCard

ejectCard()

 

VerifyingPINverifyPIN()

readPIN()[not valid!PIN && tries < 3]

retainCard()[not valid!PIN && tries = 3]

RetainCard

printReceipt()

Error

Transactiondone

getAccountNbr()[WITHDRAWAL and CHARGING]

cancel()

[not allowCharging]

[not allowWithdrawal]

[not cashavailable]
Idle readPIN()

Fig. 6 UML protocol state machine for CardChargingATM class (version 1.1).
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GettingCustomerSpecifics

AccountEntry

AmountEntry

 

VerifyingTransaction

VerifyATMBalance VerifyWithdrawal

GiveCash

InitWithdrawal
allowWithdrawal := send(m)[cashAvailable]

dispenseCash(cash)[allowWithdrawal]

cashavailable := checkIfCashAvailable(cash)

VerifyCharging CardChargingInitCharging allowCharging := send(m)
chargeCard()[allowCharging]

AmountEntryCard

cash := getAmountEntry()

tocharge := getAmountEntry() 

PINEntry
ChoosingTransaction

[valid!PIN]

PrintReceipt

ReturningCard

ejectCard()

 

VerifyingPINverifyPIN()

[not valid!PIN && tries < 3]

retainCard()[not valid!PIN && tries = 3]

RetainCard

printReceipt()

Error

Transactiondone

Idle readPIN()

getAccountNbr()[WITHDRAWAL and CHARGING]

cancel()

[not allowCharging]

[not allowCharging]

Fig. 7 Evolved part of the state machine for CardChargingATM class (version 1.2). Only the composite state
GettingCustomerSpecifics and the states directly linked to it are shown here, since the other states and transitions have not
been modified.

 

PINEntry
ChoosingTransaction[valid!PIN]

PrintReceipt

ReturningCard

ejectCard()
 

VerifyingPINverifyPIN()

readPIN()[not valid!PIN && tries < 3]

retainCard()[not valid!PIN && tries = 3]

RetainCard

printReceipt()

GettingCustomerSpecifics

AccountEntry AmountEntry
VerifyATMBalance

VerifyWithdrawal

GiveCash

cash := getAmountEntry()

cashavailable := checkIfCashAvailable(cash)

allowWithdrawal := send(m)[cashAvailable]

dispenseCash(cash)[allowWithdrawal]

ChargingAccountEntry ChargingAmountEntry VerifyCharging

CardCharging

tocharge := getAmountEntry()

allowCharging := send(m)

Error

Transactiondone

getAccountNbr()[WITHDRAWAL and CHARGING]

 

Idle readPIN()

cancel()

[not allowWithdrawal]

[not allowCharging]

chargeCard()[allowCharging]

Fig. 8 Refactored part of the state machine for CardChargingATM class (version 1.3), after having performed a sequence of two refactor-
ings Move states into orthogonal composite state and Flatten states.

An example of the result of a complex model refactor-
ing is shown in Figure 8 (version 1.3). This protocol state
machine represents a refactored version of the one shown in
Figure 7 (version 1.2). To obtain the new state machine from
the original one, a sequence of two refactorings has been ap-
plied, Move states into orthogonal composite state and Flat-
ten states.

The first refactoring, Move states into orthogonal com-
posite state, can be seen as the inverse of the Sequentialize

concurrent composite state refactoring defined in [3]. States
are moved into different regions of an orthogonal compos-
ite state. In our example the simple state AmountEntry is
moved into one region of the VerifyingTransaction
state and the state AmountEntryCard is moved into the
other region and renamed into ChargingAmountEntry.
The original state AccountEntry is split into two states
(AccountEntry and ChargingAccountEntry). These
states are the “initial states” of the two different regions. As
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a result the previous initial states, InitWithdrawal and
InitCharging become superfluous and are deleted. Mov-
ing a state into a certain region of an orthogonal compos-
ite state has some consequences. High-level transitions (i.e.,
transitions originating from a composite state) originating on
the orthogonal composite state, are inherited by the moved
states. By moving a state into one region of the orthogo-
nal composite state, if the moved state becomes active, other
states will be active too, one in each remaining region. As a
result, if the AmountEntry state is active, the Charging-
AmountEntry state can be active too. This situation is not
possible in our example version 1.2.

The second refactoring, Flatten States, flattens the states
GettingCustomerSpecifics and VerifyingTransaction
into a new state also named GettingCustomerSpecifics
that is an orthogonal composite state.

After applying both refactorings, it is important to know
that the original behaviour has not been modified. For ex-
ample, in this case, we can formally prove (or check with
a tool) that the sequences of operations that can be invoked
on the original class CardChargingATM (version 1.2) can
also be invoked on the refactored class CardChargingATM
(version 1.3).

3 Preliminary definitions

In this section, we introduce some preliminary definitions that
are needed to define the dynamic behaviour of a class and to
characterise precisely behaviour inheritance consistency and
behaviour preservation in Sections 4 and 5.

Notation 1 The set of all preconditions of an operation op,
i.e., the set of conditions that must be true when the operation
op is invoked, is denoted by Preop.
The set of all postconditions of an operation op, i.e., the set
of conditions that must be true when the operation op is com-
pleted, is denoted by Postop.

We do not use a specific constraint language for the pre-
and postconditions of operations or any other kinds of con-
straints that will be needed further in this paper. Instead, we
assume that these constraints (such as Preop and Postop) are
sets of predicates, i.e., Boolean expressions.

3.1 Sequence Diagram

Depending on its purpose, an interaction between objects (i.e.,
instances of classes) can be modeled using different types of
UML diagrams. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider
sequence diagrams here. We formally define a SD (sequence
diagram) trace as:

Definition 1 A SD trace νo of an instance o of a class c is a
sequence of event occurrences denoted < e1, . . . , en > oc-
curring on the lifeline of the instance o. An event occurrence

e is defined as a couple (m, cons) where m denotes the mes-
sage that is associated to this event occurrence and cons rep-
resents the constraints valid on the lifeline of the instance o
before the execution of the event occurrence.

A sequence diagram typically consists of several traces,
as defined below:

Definition 2 A sequence diagram ∆ is a set of SD traces.
This set typically contains SD traces for instances of different
classes.

Behaviour consistencies impose restrictions on the traces
defined and more specifically on the order of invocations of
the involved object’s operations (see Section 4). As a con-
sequence, we are only interested in the order of invocations
of an object’s operations. As such, the traces of event occur-
rences representing the receipt of a message are important
and considered in the definitions of behaviour consistencies.
Therefore, we define a receiving SD trace as follows:

Definition 3 A receiving SD trace νo/
rec of an instance o of

a class c is an SD trace νo for the instance o with only event
occurrences representing the receipt of messages, which rep-
resents the invocation of operations.

Example 1 A receiving SD trace of the instance atm of class
ATM in the sequence diagram ∆ of Figure 5 is < e1, e2, e3, e4,
e5, e6 >, where e1 represents the receipt (by atm) of the
message getAccountNbr, e2 represents the receipt of the
message getAmountEntry, e3 represents the receipt of the
message checkIfCashAvailable, e4 represents the re-
ceipt of the message send and e5 represents the receipt of the
message dispenseCash. Finally, e6 represents the receipt
of the message printReceipt.

Notation 2 The set of all event occurrences denoting the
receipt of a message for each instance o of a class c appear-
ing in the sequence diagram ∆ is denoted by E∆,c.

Example 2 Let ∆ and ei be defined as in Example 1.
Then E∆,ATM = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6}. If the sequence di-
agram ∆ would have contained more than one instance of
class ATM, then E∆,ATM would have contained all event
occurrences corresponding to receipts of messages for each
instance of ATM.

3.2 Protocol State Machine

UML 2.0 differentiates between two kinds of state machines,
behavioural state machines and protocol state machines. Be-
havioural state machines are used to specify the behaviour of
various model elements. Protocol state machines are used to
express usage protocols and are always defined in the con-
text of a classifier, which can have several protocol state ma-
chines. These state machines express the legal transitions that
a classifier can trigger. As such they are a convenient way to
define a lifecycle of an object or an order of the invocation
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of its operations. Because in the context of behaviour con-
sistencies, the order of invocation of operations is the most
important, only protocol state machines are considered here.

A protocol transition specifies a legal transition for an
operation. Transitions of protocol state machines have next
to their trigger, which is an operation invocation, a pre- and
a postcondition. We make some simplifying assumptions in
this paper. UML provides special kinds of states and tran-
sitions, such as junction and choice states and submachine
states, entry and exit points on transitions. These concepts
are not considered in this paper.

A protocol state machine (PSM) can be defined as follows
(based on the definition in [38] and in [39]) 2:

Definition 4 A protocol state machine Πc = (Sc, Tc, Lc,ρc,
Λc) for a class c, consists of a set of states Sc and a labelled
transition set Tc ⊆ P(Sc)×Lc ×P(Sc) containing labelled
relations (S1, l, S2) such that l ∈ Lc, where Lc is a set of
labels.
A label l is defined as a triple (op, g, h) where op is operation
that is defined in c or in one of the ancestors of c, g ⊆ Preop

specifies the precondition of the transition (which is evaluated
as part of the precondition of the operation op), and h ⊆
Postop specifies the postcondition of the transition (which is
part of the postcondition of the operation op), or, as a triple
l = (ε, g, {}), where ε corresponds to a dummy operation
and g specifies the guard.

ρc denotes the top-most initial state, for which
@ S1, S2 ⊆ Sc : ρc ∈ S2, (S1, l, S2) ∈ Tc where l ∈ Lc

and transitions outgoing ρc only have labels of the form l =
(ε, g, {}).

Λc denotes the set of final states of the state machine, for
which
@ S1 ⊆ Λc and S2 ⊆ Sc : (S1, l, S2) ∈ Tc for any
l ∈ Lc.

Note that, in UML PSMs there can be transitions without
operation calls and without any guard, as well as transitions
that only have a guard specified but no operation call. Both
kinds of transitions are supported by labels of the form l =
(ε, g, {}).

Due to the fact that a transition is specified as a rela-
tion between sets of states, simple, composite and orthogonal
composite states are also supported (see Section 15.3.11 in
[27]). Our definition also supports high-level, compound and
completion protocol transitions (see Section 15.3.14 in [27]).
The basic idea is that all these notions of states and protocol
transitions can be transformed into a canonical form contain-
ing transitions between sets of states (which can be single-
tons).

We now define the notion of (active) life cycle state con-
figuration.

Definition 5 A (life cycle) state configuration Σo of an in-
stance o of a class c in a PSM Πc is a tree of states belonging
to Sc.

2 Note that P(S) denotes the powerset of S.

A life cycle state configuration is a tree of states, because of
the existence of composite and orthogonal composite states.

Example 3 Consider as an example, the state machine shown
in Figure 7. A possible life cycle state configuration is the tree
(we represent a tree by nested sets) {Getting-
CustomerSpecifics, {AmountEntry}}. Not only the
simple state AmountEntry is considered as part of the life
cycle state configuration but also all the directly or transi-
tively composite states to which the simple state belongs. An-
other example of a life cycle state configuration is the tree
{GettingCustomerSpecifics, {Verifying-
Transaction, {VerifyWithdrawal,
CardCharging}}}.

The active state of an object at a given point in time is de-
fined by the set of states it occupies in the state machine. This
set of states is referred to as the active life cycle state con-
figuration of the object. In the example above, this is the set
containing the leaf states VerifyWithdrawal and Card
Charging.

Definition 6 An active (life cycle) state configuration σo of
an instance o of a class c in a PSM Πc is a subset of Sc and
corresponds to the set of leafs of a life cycle state configura-
tion.

The firing of a transition enables the change of active state
configuration.

Definition 7 A PSM trace γo of an instance o of a class c in a
PSM Πc is a sequence of active life cycle state configurations
< σo,1, . . . , σo,n > such that
σo,1 = {ρc} and, for i ∈ {1 . . . n − 1}, σo,i+1 = σo,i or
∃(σo,i, τi, σo,i+1) ∈ Tc.

Definition 8 A call sequence µo of instance o of class c in
a PSM Πc is a sequence of labels < τ1, . . . , τn > (n ≥ 1),
where τi ∈ Lc.

Definition 9 A call sequence µ =< τk, . . . , τn > is valid
on an active state configuration σo,k of instance o, if there is
a PSM trace γo =< σo,1 . . . σo,k . . . σn+1 > of o where for
i ∈ {k . . . n}, (σo,i, τi, σo,i+1) ∈ Tc.

Example 4 <dispenseCash, printReceipt,
ejectCard> is a valid call sequence on the active state
configuration {VerifyWithdrawal, CardCharging} of
Figure 6.

4 Behaviour Inheritance Consistency of Class
Refinements

When modelling the behaviour of classes in a class hierarchy,
we are confronted with an important problem. How should
the behaviour of the subclasses be related to the behaviour of
the superclasses? This is a problem that does not only occur at
the modelling level, but also at the source code level. For ex-
ample, Meyer presents a taxonomy of 12 different valid kinds
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of ways inheritance can be used in an object-oriented pro-
gramming language [23]. Therefore, it is necessary to iden-
tify different notions of behaviour inheritance consistency be-
tween a class and its subclass. Depending on the precise re-
lationship between a class and its subclass some notions of
inheritance consistency will be valid, while others will not.

If we restrict ourselves to the definition of class behaviour
that we have adopted in this paper, we can provide a pre-
cise characterisation of behaviour inheritance consistencies in
terms of the relationship between the protocol state machines
and sequence diagrams of a class and its subclass. Rather than
inventing our own definition of behaviour inheritance consis-
tency, we will rely on two variants that have already been
defined by Ebert and Engels [10], namely observation and
invocation inheritance consistency. Although it is very well
possible that other useful definitions of inheritance consis-
tency exist, we will restrict ourselves to these two in the cur-
rent paper.

Observation inheritance consistency means that each se-
quence of calls which is observable with respect to a sub-
class must result (under projection of the operations known)
in an observable sequence of its corresponding superclass. If
a subclass reacts to the invocation of an operation op, where
op is also known to the superclass, this reaction must also be
reflected in the superclass behaviour specification. Observa-
tion consistency can be defined between state machines, be-
tween sequence diagrams, and between a state machine and
sequence diagrams.

In order to define this kind of consistency, we need some
auxiliary definitions.

Definition 10 The restriction µL of a sequence µ =< τ1,
. . . , τn > to a set L is the sequence obtained from µ by re-
moving all τi /∈ L.

The restriction U | L of a set of sequences U to a set L
is defined as U | L = {φ | ∃µ ∈ U : φ = µL}

Definition 11 Given a sequence diagram ∆ and a PSM Πc.
The function labelc : E∆,c → Lc : (m, cons) → (op, g, h)
maps an event occurrence onto a label as follows:

op is the operation corresponding to message3 m,
g = Preop ∪ cons,
h = Postop.

Definition 12 Observation inheritance consistency. Let c
be a class, c′ a subclass of c, and instances o of c and o′

of c′.
A PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′) is observation inheri-

tance consistent with a PSM Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ) if, for ev-
ery valid call sequence µ′ of o′, µ′L is a valid call sequence
of o.

A SD ∆′ is observation inheritance consistent with a SD
∆ with respect to c and c′ if, for every instance o′ of c′, if
ν′ = νo′/rec is an SD trace in ∆′, then ν′E∆,c

is an SD trace
in ∆.

3 Remark that in this paper we only consider symbolic messages
and transitions. See also Section 7.4.

A SD ∆′ is observation inheritance consistent with a PSM
Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ) with respect to c′ if, for every SD trace
νo′/rec = < e1, . . . , en > in ∆′, there exists a valid call
sequence µo =< τ1, . . . , τm > (with m ≥ n), containing la-
bels τj = (op, g, h) = labelc(ei) (with j ≥ i) and preserving
the order of the ei’s in the trace (i.e., if τk = labelc(ei+1)
than k > j).

Moreover, if τj = labelc(ei) and τj+u = labelc(ei+1)
(with u ≥ 1) then all intermediate labels τr ( with r =
1 . . . u − 1) are of the form (ε, gr, {}), and

⋃
j≤r≤j+u gr is

part of cons of ei.

Remark that we do not define observation inheritance con-
sistency between a PSM Πc′ and an SD ∆ with respect to the
superclass c. Such a definition would imply that all possible
scenarios are described by ∆, because every trace in the PSM
Πc′ must be observable in ∆ under projection of the methods
known. This demands completeness of the models which is
seldom the case, especially not in early phases of the soft-
ware development life cycle.

Also remark that we do not require L ⊆ L′ in our defi-
nition of observation inheritance consistency. Let L = {a, b}
and L′ = {a} and two state machines Πc containing L and
Πc′ containing L′. Suppose that {< a >,< a, b >} is a set
of valid call sequences of Πc and {< a >} is a singleton
containing the valid sequence of Πc′ . In this case, Πc′ and
Πc are observation consistent while L * L′.

Example 5 Consider the protocol state machine ΠATM of Fig-
ure 4, and the protocol state machine Π1.1 of the class
CardChargingATM shown in Figure 6 that refines the be-
haviour specified by ΠATM. Π1.1 is observation consistent
with ΠATM. The objects of the class CardChargingATM
do behave like the objects of the class ATM if viewed only
to this class description. The extension of the state machine
Π1.1 representing the charging of the card only contains la-
bels that are not known to ΠATM.

Invocation inheritance consistency means that any sequence
of operations invocable on the superclass can also be invoked
on the subclass. This notion of behaviour inheritance consis-
tency is based on the substitutability principle requiring that
an object of subclass B of class A can be used where an ob-
ject of class A is required.

Definition 13 Invocation inheritance consistency. Let c be
a class, c′ a subclass of c, and instances o of c and o′ of c′.

A PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′) is invocation inheri-
tance consistent with a PSM Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ) if every
valid call sequence µ on {ρ} in Πc is also valid on {ρ′} in
Πc′ and for all their respective PSM traces γ and γ′ it holds
that γ = γ′S .

A SD ∆′ is invocation inheritance consistent with a SD ∆
with respect to c and c′, if every SD trace νo/

rec in ∆ is also
a SD trace in ∆′ for an instance o′ of class c′.

A PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′) is invocation inheri-
tance consistent with a SD ∆ with respect to c if, for every
SD trace νo/

rec =< e1 . . . en > in ∆, there exists a valid
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call sequence µo′ =< τ1 . . . τm > (with m ≥ n), containing
labels τj = (op, g, h) = labelc(ei) (with j ≥ i) and preserv-
ing the order of the ei’s in the trace (i.e., if τk = labelc(ei+1)
than k > j)

Moreover, if τj = labelc(ei) and τj+u = labelc(ei+1)
(with u ≥ 1) then all intermediate labels τr ( with r =
1 . . . u − 1) are of the form (ε, gr, {}), and

⋃
j≤r≤j+u gr is

part of cons of ei.

Remark again that, in this case, we do not define invocation
consistency between a PSM Πc and a sequence diagram ∆′

with respect to a subclass c′ of c. Such a definition would
imply completeness of the models involved, which is seldom
the case.

Also remark that it is not necessary that S, respectively
L, is a subset of S′, respectively L′.

Example 6 The behaviour of the sequence diagram ∆ of Fig-
ure 5 is not invocation consistent with behaviour of class
CardChargingATM specified by the PSM Π1.1 of Figure 6
with respect to class ATM. Indeed, the SD trace < e1, e2, e3,
e4, e5, e6 > of Example 1 does not correspond to a valid call
sequence
<getAccountNbr, getAmountEntry,

checkIfCashAvailable, send, dispenseCash,

printReceipt>

in the PSM Π1.1, that always requires the invocation of the
operations concerning the charging of the card.

In the context of UML state diagrams, some inheritance
policies are discussed in [28]. They are referred to as Subtyp-
ing, Strict Inheritance and General refinement. The subtyp-
ing policy corresponds to invocation consistency. The other
policies correspond neither to observation nor to invocation
consistency and are tailored towards implementation-level.
The inverse of invocation consistency is known in literature
as Restriction Inheritance [23]. This kind of inheritance oc-
curs when the behaviour of the subclass is a subset of the
behaviour of the parent class. It is an explicit violation of the
principle of substitutability and should be avoided whenever
possible, but sometimes it is inevitable. Restriction inheri-
tance occurs for example, if a software modeler is modeling a
class based on existing classes that should not, or cannot, be
modified. This is the case if existing library classes are used.

Until now, we assumed that the PSMs expressed observ-
able call sequences and invocable call sequences, while the
sequence diagrams expressed observable traces and invoca-
ble traces. The following notations are introduced:

Notation 3 The set of invocable call sequences and SD traces
of a class c is denoted by IS(c).
The set of observable call sequences and SD traces of a class
c is denoted by OS(c).

In general, IS(c) is a subset of OS(c). This is stated in [10].
We will use these notations in Section 6 to prove behaviour
inheritance consistencies or behaviour preservation proper-
ties between different classes. In the next section, behaviour
preservation properties corresponding to the above presented
inheritance consistencies are introduced and defined.

5 Behaviour Preservation of Model Refactorings

In the motivation of Section 2, we explained the need for
guaranteeing behaviour consistency of UML models, and the
need to preserve this consistency when the models evolve.
When arbitrary changes are made to a model, it is quite likely
that its behaviour consistency will not be preserved. However,
there exists an important class of model evolutions, called
model refactorings, that do preserve behaviour. The main goal
of these model refactorings is to improve the structure (or
other qualities) of the model, while preserving (most of) its
behavioural properties.

In order to determine whether a given model refactoring
preserves behaviour, we need to define precisely what this
means. To achieve this, we will take an approach that is very
similar to the one taken in Section 4: just like the behaviour
of a subclass can be inheritance consistent with the behaviour
of its superclass, the behaviour of a new version of a class can
preserve the behaviour of the original version. Even more, the
different flavours of behaviour inheritance consistency that
were explored in Section 4 (namely observation and invoca-
tion inheritance consistency) also make sense in an evolution
context. This will be formalised below.

Before doing so, however, we need to be clear about what
it means to be “a new version of a class”. We will adopt a
very broad view here. It includes changes to the class itself
(renaming, adding, removing or modifying operations or at-
tributes), or to its associated behaviour (renaming, adding,
removing or modifying state machine diagrams or sequence
diagrams). But even more sophisticated changes can be envi-
sioned, such as splitting a class into two or more classes (each
of these new classes is then considered to be a new version
of the original one), or combining two or more classes into
a single merged version. Splitting or merging sequence dia-
grams or state machine diagrams can also be accommodated
in this way.

The first notion of behaviour preservation between a class
and its new version that we can formalise, is observation call
preservation. Intuitively, it means that every call sequence ob-
servable with respect to a new version of a class (under pro-
jection of the operations known) must result in an observable
call sequence of its corresponding original class.

Definition 14 Observation call preservation. Let c be a class,
c′ a new version of c, and instances o of c and o′ of c′.

The behaviour specified by a PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′)
is observation call preserving with a PSM Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ)
if, for every valid call sequence µ′ of o′, µ′L is a valid call se-
quence of o.

The behaviour specified by a SD ∆′ is observation call
preserving with a SD ∆ with respect to c and c′ if, for every
instance o′ of c′, if ν′ = νo′/rec is an SD trace in ∆′, then
ν′E∆,c

is also an SD trace of ∆.
The behaviour specified by a SD ∆′ is observation call

preserving with a PSM Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ) with respect to
c′ if, for every SD trace νo′/rec = < e1, . . . , en > in ∆′,
there exists a valid call sequence µo =< τ1, . . . , τm > (with
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m ≥ n), containing labels τj = (op, g, h) = labelc(ei) (with
j ≥ i) and preserving the order of the eis in the trace (i.e., if
τk = labelc(ei+1) than k > j)

Moreover, if τj = labelc(ei) and τj+u = labelc(ei+1)
(with u ≥ 1) then all intermediate labels τr ( with r =
1 . . . u − 1) are of the form (ε, gr, {}), and

⋃
j≤r≤j+u gr is

part of cons of ei.

Observe that Definition 14 is almost identical to Defini-
tion 12. The main difference is that the words observation
inheritance consistent are replaced by observation call pre-
serving. Also, c′ does not represent a subclass of c anymore,
but a new version of c in the refactored model.

Example 7 The behaviour of the class CardChargingATM
specified by the refactored PSM Π1.3 of Figure 8 is not ob-
servation call preserving with respect to the PSM Π1.2 of
Figure 7. A first model refactoring used here, moves some
simple states into a composite orthogonal state and a sec-
ond model refactoring used, flattens two states. As a result of
these refactorings, the amount to be charged on a card must
not necessarily be entered after the amount to be dispensed
(cf. Π1.3). However, this precedence constraint is required
in the description of the behaviour of the original version of
CardChargingATM (cf. Π1.2).

The second notion of behaviour preservation that we de-
fine is invocation call preservation. It guarantees that each
call sequence invocable on a class, must also be invocable on
the new version of the class in the refactored model.

Definition 15 Invocation call preservation. Let c be a class,
c′ a new version of c, and instances o of c and o′ of c′.

A PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′) is invocation call pre-
serving with a PSM Πc = (S, T, L, ρ, Λ) if every valid call
sequence µ on {ρ} in Πc is also valid on {ρ′} in Πc′ and for
their respective PSM traces γ and γ′ it holds that γ = γ′S .

A SD ∆′ is invocation call preserving with a SD ∆ with
respect to c and c′, if every SD trace νo/

rec in ∆ is also a SD
trace in ∆′ for an instance o′ of class c′.

A PSM Πc′ = (S′, T ′, L′, ρ′, Λ′) is invocation call pre-
serving with a SD ∆ with respect to c if, for every SD trace
νo/

rec =< e1 . . . en > in ∆, there exists a valid call se-
quence µo′ =< τ1 . . . τm > (with m ≥ n), containing labels
τj = (op, g, h) = labelc(ei) (with j ≥ i) and preserving the
order of the ei’s in the trace (i.e., if τk = labelc(ei+1) than
k > j)

Moreover, if τj = labelc(ei) and τj+u = labelc(ei+1)
(with u ≥ 1) then all intermediate labels τr ( with r =
1 . . . u − 1) are of the form (ε, gr, {}), and

⋃
j≤r≤j+u gr is

part of cons of ei.

The definition of invocation call preservation is identical
to Definition 13 by substituting invocation call preserving for
invocation inheritance consistency.

Referring to Example 7 above, the behaviour specified by
the refactored PSM Π1.3 is invocation call preserving with
the PSM Π1.2.

6 Combining Behaviour Preservation and Behaviour
Inheritance Consistencies

In this section, we will explore the relationship between in-
heritance consistencies and the notion of behaviour preser-
vation. Assuming that there is a behaviour inheritance con-
sistency relationship between a superclass and its subclass,
we would like to find out if this consistency relationship is
preserved when either the subclass or the superclass evolves.
This question is schematically illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.

As a concrete example, reconsider the class ATM version
1.0 and its subclass CardChargingATM version 1.1 (see
Figure 1). Consider now the PSM Π1 of the class ATM as
shown in Figure 4. Assume that the PSM Π1.1 (shown in Fig-
ure 6) is extended by the composite state of the PSM Π1. The
PSMs are invocation inheritance consistent. The PSM Π1.3

(partly shown in Figure 8) is also invocation call preserving
with respect to the (extended) PSM Π1.1. The question arises
if, based on this information, we can prove that version 1.3 of
class CardChargingATM, obtained by performing a model
refactoring, is still behaviour inheritance consistent with ver-
sion 1.0 of class ATM.

Abstracting away from SD traces and PSM call sequences,
we can define invocation inheritance consistency or invoca-
tion call preservation as IS(c) ⊆ IS(c′), where c′ is a sub-
class of c or a new version of c. Observation inheritance con-
sistency or observation invocation call preservation can be
defined by OS(c′ | V ) ⊆ OS(c), where V denotes the set
that is the union of the set of labels Lc and the set of event
occurrences E =

⋃
∀∆ E∆,c, and c is a superclass of c′ or a

previous version of c.
In general, the following properties can be proven:

Proposition 1 Let c1 be a class, c′1 a subclass of c1, c2 an
identical copy of c1 that is contained in a different model ver-
sion (e.g., ATM class 1.0 in model version 1.2 and ATM class
1.0 in model version 1.3), and c′2 a subclass of c2 such that c′2
is a new (modified) version of c′1. (see also Figure 9)

1. If c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent and
c′2 and c′1 are invocation call preserving
then c′2 and c2 are invocation inheritance consistent.

2. If c′1 and c1 are observation inheritance consistent and
c′2 and c2 are invocation inheritance consistent and
IS(c1) = OS(c1)
then OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c′2).

3. If c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent and
c′2 and c2 are observation inheritance consistent and
IS(c1) = OS(c1)
then OS(c′2 | V2) ⊆ OS(c′1).

Proof 1. c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent,
hence IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c′1). c′2 and c′1 are invocation call
preserving, hence IS(c′1) ⊆ IS(c′2). Because c1 and c2

are identical, we conclude that
IS(c2) = IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c′1) ⊆ IS(c′2)
This implies that c2 is invocation inheritance consistent
with c′2.
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Fig. 9 Examples illustrating Proposition 1.

2. c′1 and c1 are observation inheritance consistent, hence
OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c1). c′2 and c2 are invocation inheri-
tance consistent, hence IS(c2) ⊆ IS(c′2). Because c1 and
c2 are identical, and given that IS(c1) = OS(c1), and, in
general, IS(c′2) ⊆ OS(c′2) we can conclude that
OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c1) = IS(c1) = IS(c2) ⊆ IS(c′2) ⊆
OS(c′2)
This results in: OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c′2).

3. c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent, hence
IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c′1). c′2 and c2 are observation inheritance
consistent, hence OS(c′2 | V2) ⊆ OS(c2). Because c1

and c2 are identical, and given that IS(c1) = OS(c1),
and, in general, IS(c′1) ⊆ OS(c′1), we can conclude that
OS(c′2 | V2) ⊆ OS(c2) = OS(c1) = IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c′1) ⊆
OS(c′1)
This results in: OS(c′2 | V2) ⊆ OS(c′1). ut

From the first item of the proposition, we can conclude
that the behaviour of version 1.3 of class CardCharging-
ATM, specified by the union of the PSM Π1 (shown in Fig-
ure 4) and the PSM Π1.3 (shown in Figure 8), is invocation
inheritance consistent with the behaviour of the ATM class as
specified by the PSM Π1.

The second item in the proposition means that the set of
valid call sequences or traces of the class c′1 under the projec-
tion of the methods known by c1, must be included in the set
of the call sequences or traces of the class c′2, which is a new
version of the class c′1. Depending on how the behaviour of
the different classes is specified, we conclude that:

1. Every valid call sequence of the PSM Π ′ of c′1, restricted
to the operations known by c1, is also a valid call se-
quence of the PSM of c′2;

2. Assume the existence of sequence diagrams ∆ for c1 and
∆′ for c′1. Then for each trace ν′ in ∆′, ν′E∆,c1

is an SD
trace for c′2;

3. Assume the existence of a PSM Πc1 and sequence dia-
gram ∆ for c′1. Then each call sequence µ =< τ1 . . . τn >
such that, for each i ∈ {1 . . . n}, τi = labelc′

1
(ei), is also

a call sequence of instances of c′2.

The third item in the proposition means that the set of
valid call sequences or traces of the class c′2 under the pro-
jection of the methods known by c2, must be included in the
set of the call sequences or traces of the class c′1. As a con-
sequence, the behaviour of the new version c′2 is smaller than
the behaviour of the original class. Depending on how the be-
haviour of the different classes is specified, we conclude that:

1. Every valid call sequence of the PSM Π ′ of c′2, restricted
to the operations known by c2, is also a valid call se-
quence of the PSM of c′1;

2. Assume the existence of sequence diagrams ∆ for c2 and
∆′ for c′2. Then for each trace ν′ in ∆′, ν′E∆,c2

is an SD
trace in a sequence diagram ∆c′

1
with respect to c′1;

3. Assume the existence of a PSM Πc2 and sequence dia-
gram ∆ for c′2. Then each call sequence µ =< τ1 . . . τn >
such that, for each i ∈ {1 . . . n}, τi = labelc′

2
(ei), is also

a call sequence of instances of c′1.

In the scenario described in Proposition 1 a certain sub-
class in a hierarchy is evolved. We can prove similar proper-
ties when a superclass in a hierarchy is evolved.

Proposition 2 Let c1 be a class, c′1 a subclass of c1, c2 a new
(modified) version of c1, and c′2 an identical copy of c′1 that is
contained in a different model version. (see also Figure 10)

1. If c′2 and c2 are invocation inheritance consistent and
c2 and c1 are invocation call preserving
then c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent.

2. If c′1 and c1 are observation inheritance consistent and
c2 and c1 are invocation call preserving and
IS(c1) = OS(c1)
then OS(c′2 | V1) ⊆ OS(c2).

3. If c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent and
c2 and c1 are observation call preserving and
IS(c1) = OS(c1)
then OS(c2 | V1) ⊆ OS(c′2).

Proof 1. c′2 and c2 are invocation inheritance consistent,
hence IS(c2) ⊆ IS(c′2). c2 and c1 are invocation call
preserving, hence IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c2). Because c′1 and c′2
are identical, we conclude that
IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c2) ⊆ IS(c′2) = IS(c′1)
This implies that c1 is invocation inheritance consistent
with c2.

2. c′1 and c1 are observation inheritance consistent, hence
OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c1). c2 and c1 are invocation call
preserving, hence IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c2). Because c′1 and c′2
are identical, and given that IS(c1) = OS(c1), and, in
general, IS(c2) ⊆ OS(c2), we can conclude that
OS(c′2 | V1) = OS(c′1 | V1) ⊆ OS(c1) = IS(c1) ⊆
IS(c2) ⊆ OS(c2)
This results in: OS(c′2 | V1) ⊆ OS(c2).

3. c′1 and c1 are invocation inheritance consistent,
hence IS(c1) ⊆ IS(c′1). c2 and c1 are observation call
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Fig. 10 Examples illustrating Proposition 2.

preserving, hence OS(c2 | V1) ⊆ OS(c1). Because c′1
and c′2 are identical, and given that IS(c1) = OS(c1),
and, in general, IS(c′1) ⊆ OS(c′1), we can conclude that
OS(c2 | V1)⊆OS(c1) = IS(c1)⊆ IS(c′1)⊆OS(c′1) =
OS(c′2)
This results in: OS(c2 | V1) ⊆ OS(c′2). ut

The second item in the proposition means that the set of
valid observable call sequences or traces of the class c′2 un-
der the projection of the methods known by c1, must be in-
cluded in the set of the observable call sequences or traces of
the class c2, which is the new modified version of the class
c1. As a consequence, the behaviour of the subclass c′2 is
smaller than the behaviour of the modified class viewed from
the original class.

The third item in the proposition means that the set of
valid observable call sequences or traces of the class c2 under
the projection of the methods known by c1, must be included
in the set of the call sequence or traces of the class c′2.

7 Specification in Description Logics

To be able to verify consistency and preservation, we need
a formal specification and a formal reasoning engine rely-
ing on this specification. A formal approach is also beneficial
for CASE tools, resulting in a precise and unambiguous ap-
proach. In this section, we present Description Logics (DLs)
as a formal approach for checking behaviour inheritance con-
sistencies and, as such, also call preservation properties based
on the definitions given in Sections 4 and 5.

To detect behaviour preservation violations or inconsis-
tencies between different UML elements, we adopted a logic-
based approach for the following reasons: (1) The declarative
nature of logic is well suited to express the design models
which are also specified in a declarative way; (2) The logic
reasoning algorithms are well understood due to their exten-
sively studied, well-defined and sound semantics. First-order
logic and theorem proving have been proposed by several au-
thors for expressing software models and the derivation of in-
consistencies from these models (e.g., [14,25,24,11]). Most
of these techniques operationalise the consequence relation
(`) by using theorem proving based on the standard infer-
ence rules of classical logic; (3) Some logic reasoning en-
gines can deduce implicitly represented knowledge from the
explicit knowledge allowing an adequate treatment of incom-
plete, subjective, or time-dependent knowledge.

Spanoudakis et al. [37] identified two inherent limitations
of logic-based approaches: (i) first-order logic is semi-decidable,
hence it is impossible to provide for semantically adequate in-
ference procedures, and (ii) theorem proving is computation-
ally inefficient. DLs are an attempt to overcome both prob-
lems by restricting the expressive power.

Remark that the use of the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [26] is not really an option for detecting behaviour in-
heritance inconsistencies or call preservation violations. OCL
is a query language and it only addresses static UML di-
agrams. It is not possible to formalise UML models using
OCL and to reason about those models in the way DLs can.
It would be possible to use OCL to check some of the be-
haviour preservation properties. However, in the case where
traces are to be compared or enumerated, it can only be used
in a limited way (due to, e.g., the infinity of the set of traces).

7.1 Introduction to DLs

DLs are a family of formalisms that are less expressive than
first-order logic but have more specific reasoning abilities and
are decidable. DLs represent the knowledge of the world by
defining the concepts of the application domain and then us-
ing these concepts to specify properties of individuals oc-
curring in the domain. The basic syntactic building blocks
are atomic concepts (unary predicates), atomic roles (binary
predicates) and individuals (constants). A DL is a two-variable
fragment of first-order predicate logic. This implies that DLs
only use a small set of constructors to construct complex con-
cepts and roles.

Table 1 presents the syntax and semantics of SHIQ, one
of the most expressive DLs [17]. The constructors character-
ising SHIQ are: u (conjunction of two concepts), t (dis-
junction of concepts), ¬ (complement), ∃ (existential quali-
fication), ∀ (universal quantification), inverse roles and num-
ber restrictions on qualified roles. SHIQ also allows for the
definition of transitive roles, which are to be interpreted as
transitive relations.

Using these concept and role constructors, complex con-
cepts and roles can be formed. The following concept rep-
resents a model consisting of classes that have only abstract
operations.4

4 In the remainder of this section, we will use ∃R as an abbrevia-
tion for ∃R.>
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Constructor Syntax Semantics
atomic concept A AI ⊆ ∆I

universal concept > >I = ∆I

atomic role R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I

transitive role R ∈ R+ RI = (RI)+

conjunction C1 u C2 CI
1 ∩ CI

2

disjunction C1 t C2 CI
1 ∪ CI

2 S
negation ¬C ∆I \ CI

value restriction ∀R.C {d1 | ∀d2 ∈ ∆I .((d1, d2) ∈ RI → d2 ∈ CI)}
exists restriction ∃R.C {d1 | ∃d2 ∈ ∆I .((d1, d2) ∈ RI ∧ d2 ∈ CI)}
role hierarchy R v S RI ⊆ SI H
inverse role R− {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ RI I
qualified number (≥ n R.C) {d1 | |{d2 | (d1, d2) ∈ RI ∧ d2 ∈ CI}| ≥ n} Q
restriction (≤ n R.C) {d1 | |{d2 | (d1, d2) ∈ RI ∧ d2 ∈ CI}| ≤ n}

Table 1 Syntax and Semantics of SHIQ

Model u ∃ ownedMember.(Class u
∀ ownedOperation.(Operation u ∃ isAbstract))

DLs come with a knowledge base formalism. A knowl-
edge base in a DL is a pair consisting of a Tbox and Abox. A
Tbox is used to introduce names for complex concepts. For
example, for the concept defined above, we can introduce the
name ModelwithAbstractClasses. In a DL Tbox the intro-
duction of a concept name (CN ) for a complex concept (C),
is denoted by CN

.= C.
More expressive Tbox formalisms allow the expression of

so-called general concept inclusion axioms (GCI’s). The left-
hand side as well as the right-hand side of a GCI are complex
concepts. The following GCI specifies that only classes with
abstract operations can be abstract.

∃ isAbstract.> v Class u ∃ ownedOperation.

(Operation u ∃ isAbstract)

Concepts are classified in a Tbox according to subconcept-
superconcept relationships using the subsumption (v) rela-
tionship. An Abox is a finite, possibly empty set of individu-
als. These individuals are instances of concepts or form pairs
representing the population of a certain role. If the corre-
sponding concepts and roles are defined in the corresponding
Tbox, then the individuals appearing in the Abox must obey
the restrictions specified on these concepts and roles in the
Tbox.

The most important feature of DLs is their classification
ability. This reasoning task allows them to infer knowledge
that is implicitly present in the knowledge base. The other
basic reasoning capabilities are: instance checking (is a cer-
tain individual an instance of a certain concept?), relation
checking (does a pair of individuals belong to the popula-
tion of a certain role?), concept satisfiability (is there an in-
terpretation for the concept?). These reasoning tasks are im-
plemented by sound and complete reasoning algorithms. For
several DLs, there exist optimal automata-based algorithms

that decide satisfiability of concepts with respect to a Tbox,
and subsumption of concepts. The satisfiability problem is re-
duced to the emptiness problem of automata. To get an idea
of the technique the interested user is referred to [21] and [6].

Several implemented DL reasoning engines exist from
which we have selected the state-of-the-art RACER [16] sys-
tem. Other qualities of DLs and DL systems that make them
suitable for our work, are:

– DL systems have an open world semantics, which allows
the specification of incomplete knowledge. This is use-
ful, e.g., for modeling sequence diagrams which typically
specify incomplete information about the dynamic be-
haviour of the system.

– Due to their semantics, DLs are suited to express the static
structure of the software application. For example, Calı́ et
al. [5] translate UML class diagrams to a DL.

– Due to the close relationship between modal logics and
DLs (e.g., there is a one-to-one mapping between the DL
ALCIreg and converse-Propositional Dynamic Logic),
DLs are also suited to express, to a certain extent, the be-
haviour of a software application.

In [43,44,36], we reported on how a fragment of the UML
metamodel is translated into such an expressive DL Tbox.
User-defined models are translated into a corresponding Abox.
This translation guarantees the consistency of the user-defined
models with respect to the UML metamodel. We also re-
ported on how different queries can be executed on those
instances representing the user-defined models, e.g., differ-
ent consistency checks that use meta information of the user-
defined models.

The question that we will attempt to answer in the re-
mainder of this section is to what extent DLs can be used as a
semantic domain to express PSMs and call sequences/traces.
If it is possible to use DLs for this purpose, we can also use
them to check the different behaviour inheritance consisten-
cies and call preservation properties defined in Sections 4 and
5.
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7.2 Call Sequence and SD Trace Encoding in SHIQ(D−)

The logic SHIQ(D−) is supported by RACER. This logic
is equal to the logic SHIQ augmented with support for so-
called concrete domains (D−). In many applications it is nec-
essary to refer to concrete domains and predefined predicates
on these domains when defining concepts. In our context, this
is necessary to express pre- and postconditions. A concrete
domain consists of a domain and a set of predicate names.
The concrete domain N has as its domain the set of non-
negative integers N and its set of predicate names pred(N )
consists of the binary predicate names, <,6,>, > and the
unary predicate names <n,6n,>n, >n for n ∈ N and those
predicate names are all interpreted by predicates on N. The
DL SHIQ(D−) supports the concrete domains representing
integers, reals, complex numbers and strings.

If sequence diagrams and PSMs are compared to check
for behaviour inheritance consistencies or preservation prop-
erties, SD traces and call sequences are compared.

Recall Definition 8, defining a call sequence of a PSM Π .
A call sequence µ =< τ1, . . . , τn > (n ≥ 1), where τi ∈ L,
can be encoded in SHIQ(D−) in different ways depending
on the format of the label τi.

– If τi = (operation, g, h), the label represents the call of
an operation together with possible pre- and postcondi-
tions. The invocation of the operation operation is en-
coded by the GCI: ∀op.op′ u (= 1 op) where operation
is translated into an atomic concept op′. The invocation
of the different operations is represented by the defini-
tion of a role op. This role is connected to the concept
op′ representing the operation operation. The pre- and
postconditions, g and h are translated into concepts. How
pre- and postconditions are translated into SHIQ(D−)
and how expressive these constraints can be, is explained
in [42].

– If τi = (ε, g, {}), only g is translated into a concept.
– The question remains how to express that the different op-

erations have to be called in sequence. For this purpose,
a binary relation r is used and also the subsumption re-
lation is exploited. Different GCI’s of the form guard1

u call1 v ∃ r.(call2 u postcondition1 u guard2) are
defined in a Tbox representing the different labels of a
call sequence. call1 and call2 represent the invocation
of a certain operation. For example, a call sequence <
(op1,g1,h1), (op2,g2,h2), (ε, g3, {}), (op4,g4,h4) >, will
be represented by the GCI’s:
g′1 u ∀ op.op′1 u ∃ op u (≤ 1 op) v ∃ r.(∀ op.op′2 u ∃ op
u (≤ 1 op) u h′1 u g′2),
g′2 u ∀ op.op′2 u ∃ op u (≤ 1 op) v ∃ r.(∀ op.op′4 u ∃ op
u (≤ 1 op) u h′2 u g′4 u g′3),
g′4 u g′3 u ∀ op.op′4 u ∃ op u (≤ 1 op) v ∃ r.h′4,
where g′i are concepts representing the preconditions gi,
and h′i are concepts representing the postconditions hi.
The different concepts op′i represent the corresponding
operations opi.

In case a call sequence represents the complete set of pos-
sible labels, the different ∃r.X concepts, where X is a con-

cept variable are replaced by ∀r.X . The binary relation r is
similar to the accessibility relation in modal logic. The first
GCI specified above, expresses that it is possible to reach the
world where op′2 is triggered and h′1 and g′2 hold, starting
from the world where g′1 holds and op′1 is triggered.

The receiving SD traces of Definition 3, containing event
occurrences denoting the receipt of a message, are translated
similarly. Consider a receiving SD trace νo/

rec =<(m1,
cons1), (m2, cons2), (m3, cons3) >, this trace is translated
into the different GCI’s:
cons′1 um′

1 v ∃ r.(m′
2 u cons′2),

cons′2 um′
2 v ∃ r.(m′

3 u cons′3),
where m′

i is a concept representing the message mi, and cons′i
is a complex concept representing the set of constraints consi

which must be valid before the execution of the owning event
occurrence. In our formalisation, the different messages mi

only contain the operation invoked. Each message mi is de-
fined as mi

.= ∀ op.op′i u ∃ op u (≤ 1 op), where op′i repre-
sents the operation opi. This translation of a message is simi-
lar to the translation of the invocation of a call of an operation.
This similarity allows straightforward verification of proper-
ties between call sequences and SD traces.

The SD trace denoting the receipt of messages by the ob-
ject atm shown in the sequence diagram in Figure 5, is rep-
resented in SHIQ(D−) by the following GCI’s:

m1 .= ∀op.getAccountNbr u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m2 .= ∀op.getAmountEntry u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m3 .= ∀op.checkIfCashAvailable u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m4 .= ∀op.send u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m5 .= ∀op.dispenseCash u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m6 .= ∀op.printReceipt u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
m1 v ∃r.m2
m2 v ∃r.m3
m3 v ∃r.m4
m4 v ∃r.m5
m5 v ∃r.m6

The corresponding call sequence in the PSM shown in
Figure 4 is represented by the following GCI’s:

t1 .= ∀op.getAccountNbr u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
t2 .= ∀op.getAmountEntry u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
t3 .= ∀op.checkIfCashAvailable u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
t4 .= ∀op.send u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
t5 .= ∀op.dispenseCash u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op
t6 .= ∀op.printReceipt u (≤ 1 op) u ∃op

∃WITHDRAWAL.> u t1 v ∀r.t2
t2 v ∀r.t3
t3 v ∀r.(t4 u ∃cashAvailable.>)
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∃cashAvailable.> u t4 v ∀r.(t5 u
∃allowedWithdrawal.>)

∃allowedWithdrawal.> u t5 v ∀r.t6

Remark that in this case, the call sequence of the PSM is
considered to be complete as opposed to the SD trace of the
sequence diagram. This is why ∀r.X is used in the translation
of the call sequence.

If all the call sequences of a certain PSM must be en-
coded, a label can be followed by several other labels. Con-
sider as an example, the PSM of Figure 4 and the transition
calling the operation printReceipt. After this transition, two
transitions are possible, or the card is ejected or the with-
drawal transaction is chosen. To express this, the or construc-
tor is used. The GCI (∀ op.printReceipt u (= 1 op)) v ∃
r.(∀ op.ejectCard u (= 1 op)) t (∀ op. getAccountNbr
u (= 1 op) u (∃ withdrawal)) expresses that the invoca-
tion of the operation printReceipt is followed by a call to
ejectCard or by an invocation of the getAccountNbr oper-
ation.

By translating the call sequences of the whole PSM shown
in Figure 6, we can check if this is, e.g., invocation inheri-
tance consistent with the sequence diagram of Figure 5.

Due to the above translations of call sequences and SD
traces, the set of constraints cons of an event occurrence is
logically consistent with the preconditions of the operation if
these preconditions are specified in the corresponding label.
No relation is imposed on the set of constraints of an event
occurrence and the postconditions of the corresponding label
by this translation.

7.3 Taking State Information into account

The states specified in a PSM Πc = (Sc, Tc, Lc,ρc,Λc) can
be taken into account and translated into SHIQ statements
as follows:

– s ∈ Sc is translated into an atomic SHIQ(D−) concept.
– Initial states and final states are also translated into atomic
SHIQ(D−) concepts. The restrictions on these kinds of
states as specified in the definition of a PSM, are imple-
mented on the UML metamodel representation in
SHIQ(D−).

– A composite state is also explicitly translated into a com-
plex SHIQ(D−) concept consisting of the intersection
of the different substates. As an example, consider the
composite state GettingCustomerSpecifics in Fig-
ure 4 consisting of three different substates. This compos-
ite state is represented by: GettingCustomerSpecifics
≡ AccountEntry t AmountEntry t V erifyATM -
Balance, AccountEntry v GettingCustomerSpeci-
fics, AmountEntry v GettingCustomerSpecifics
and V erifyATMBalance v GettingCustomerSpe-
cifics.

– A labelled relation (S1, l, S2) such that l is a triple (op, g,
h) and S1 = {s1,1, . . . , s1,n} and S2 = {s2,1, . . . , s2,m},

is translated into a GCI s′1,1u . . .u s′1,n u g′ u (∀op.op′

u (= 1 op)) v ∃r.(s′2,1 u . . . u s′2,m u h′). s′i,j are
SHIQ(D−) concepts representing the state si,j . The op-
eration op is translated into an atomic concept op′. h and
g are translated into complex concepts h′ and g′.

– A labelled relation (S1, l, S2) such that l is a triple (ε, g, {})
and S1 = {s1,1, . . . , s1,n} and S2 = {s2,1, . . . , s2,m}, is
translated into a GCI s′1,1 u . . . u s′1,n u g′ v ∃r.(s′2,1 u
. . .us′2,m). The different states and the precondition g are
translated in the same way as described earlier.

In certain contexts, additional restrictions must be integrated
in the Tbox representing call sequences, SD traces or PSMs.
For example, completeness of the set of states can be en-
forced. Another restriction is the disjointness of the different
top-level states of a PSM, i.e., states directly belonging to the
PSM. This disjointness restriction guarantees that two states
cannot be active at the same time.

Depending on which preservation property or inheritance
consistency needs to be checked, only relevant parts of the
PSMs are translated. Suppose we want to check observation
inheritance consistency between the PSMs as specified in Fig-
ure 4 and Figure 6, then both state machines will be translated
into the DL SHIQ(D−). To be able to check observation
inheritance consistency, the PSM of the original class is as-
sumed to be complete and the PSM of the refined class is
translated by only taking into account the operations known
to the original class. The reasoning task Tbox coherence, i.e.,
checking whether each concept in the Tbox is satisfiable, is
used to check observation inheritance consistency or obser-
vation call preservation. This reasoning task is used to check
all consistency and preservation properties defined in this pa-
per.

7.4 Discussion

By translating a PSM and its call sequences into a DL and
by translating SD traces into DL concepts, it is not only pos-
sible to check the consistency and preservation properties of
Section 6. We can also prove that, e.g, a certain message m
always occurs, by checking the satisfiability of the concept
∀r.m. Similarly we can prove that a certain message m oc-
curs at least once, by checking the satisfiability of the concept
∃r.m.

By translating constraints into a DL Tbox together with
a class diagram (as specified in [43]) or with a PSM or se-
quences and traces, some other properties can be checked.
The constraints can be checked for consistency with respect
to a given class diagram. A constraint is consistent with re-
spect to the class diagram if it can be satisfied without con-
tradicting the conditions imposed by the classes. The set of
constraints defined on, e.g., a state machine, can be checked
for internal consistency. Furthermore, it would be possible to
check constraint equivalence, this boils down to equivalence
of logical formula’s.

The current disadvantage of our above introduced transla-
tions, is the lack of feedback given to the user. If a Tbox is not
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Fig. 11 Architecture of RACOoN.

satisfiable, the DL reasoning engine returns the set of unsat-
isfiable concepts. From this information only, we are not able
to deduce which SD traces occur in the sequence diagram. As
a result, we do not have access to the corresponding call se-
quences in the PSM. To be able to inform the user correctly,
i.e., to back-annotate the UML model with information con-
cerning the cause of the inconsistency or preservation viola-
tion, two items must be further investigated. First, current DL
tools, such as RACER, should give more and proper feedback
on the cause of the satisfiability problem in case we check for
Tbox satisfiability. Second, the necessary information for re-
constructing a UML model from a DL translation must be
stored.

Remark that in the definitions of Sections 3, 4 and 5 and,
as a consequence, also in the DL formalisation, only symbolic
labelled messages and transitions, however, with constraints
are considered. In our examples, we used parametrised mes-
sages and transitions. Consider the transition from the state
VerifyATMBalance to the state VerifyWithdrawal
in the protocol state machine shown in Figure 4. In our trans-
lation we only take into account the constraint, i.e., cash-
Available and the operation called, i.e., send. The pa-
rameter m and the return parameter allowedWithdrawal
of the operation are not considered. Nevertheless, we are con-
fident that our ideas can be extended and mounted to a more
detailed level of messages and transitions. Remark that allowed-
Withdrawal is used in a constraint on the transitions out-
going the state VerifyWithdrawal and translated into a
DL concept.

8 Implementation in a CASE tool

In [36], we set up a preliminary tool chain for the purpose
of checking inconsistencies between UML models. This tool
chain has evolved into a Poseidon [15] plug-in which was
initially developed by Jocelyn Simmonds [35]. We extended
this plug-in with various inconsistency detection queries, the
ability to generate different Tboxes and an inconsistency res-
olution approach.

The architecture of our environment is depicted in Fig-
ure 11. This figure shows Poseidon and RACER as starting

elements. RACOoN is plugged into the Poseidon tool and
contains several components. In this paper, we focus on the
Extractor, Inconsistency Detector and User Interface compo-
nents. Each of these components will be discussed below.

– The User Interface allows for choosing and executing the
detection of particular inconsistencies on UML models. It
also allows the end-user to configure the tool and to load
the DL translation of the UML metamodel into RACER.
It makes a conceptual difference between checking con-
sistencies and verifying behaviour preservation proper-
ties. This resulted in the creation of a pane Preservation
Manager. A screenshot of the plug-in and this pane is
shown in Figure 12. The end-user can select the preser-
vation property to be checked and also the UML dia-
gram specifying the behaviour of the original class and
the refactored class respectively.

– The Extractor has a double functionality. It translates the
user-defined models into Abox assertions and loads this
Abox into RACER. It also allows for the translation of
PSMs, call sequences and SD traces as specified in Sec-
tion 7.

– Due to the correspondence between inheritance behaviour
consistencies and call preservation properties, the com-
ponent Inconsistency Detector can be used in the same
way for the detection of inheritance inconsistencies as for
the detection of violations of corresponding preservation
properties.

– The Interface to RACER handles the communication be-
tween the different components (such as Extractor and
Inconsistency Detector) and the RACER engine.

The plug-in is written in a modular way. Translating mod-
els from Poseidon to RACER and checking properties on
these models are independent activities. The checks are ex-
ecuted on user-demand. The catalogue of inconsistencies and
preservation properties is not hard-coded. It can be selected
by the user and dynamically changed.

9 Discussion and Related Work

Many notions of behaviour inheritance consistency have been
presented in literature. Compared to Schrefl et al. [39], our
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Fig. 12 Screenshot of RACOoN plugged into Poseidon.

notions of behaviour inheritance consistency are more gen-
eral, since they are defined independent of the kind of subtype
relation between the superclasses and their subclasses. Engels
et al. [10] define observable and invocation consistency using
homomorphisms on state diagrams. Criteria for inheritance
of object life cycles based on Petri nets are discussed in [39,
32,41]. Approaches based on CSP are discussed in [12,30].
CSP is used as a medium to check consistency, i.e., the UML
model remains consistent if its CSP translation remains con-
sistent. Moreover, CSP refinement relations are used to check
and define several inheritance approaches and subtyping re-
lations. In this approach, it is necessary to understand the ef-
fects that CSP refinement relations induce on UML models.

There is an abundant amount of work on model check-
ing for different statechart variants. Recent work concerns the
translation of UML state machines into the model checker
SPIN [31], [19]. Model checking is an automatic, model-
based, property-verification approach. It is intended to be used
for concurrent, reactive systems. Model checking focuses ex-
plicitly on temporal properties and the temporal evolution

of systems. It starts with a model described in a description
language, and it discovers whether properties described in a
specification language, are valid on the model. If they are
not valid, it can produce counterexamples, consisting of ex-
ecution traces. The specification language can be a temporal
logic or a labelled transition system. The specification lan-
guage used by SPIN is PROMELA. SPIN can be used as a full
LTL (linear-time temporal logic) model checking system, i.e.,
the properties to be verified are LTL formulas. Temporal log-
ics have a dynamic aspect, since truth of a formula is not fixed
in a model, as it is in predicate or propositional logic. The
models of temporal logic contain several states and a formula
can be true in some states and false in others. Other specifi-
cation languages are also supported by SPIN. In [31] for ex-
ample, UML state machines are translated into PROMELA,
while Büchi automata are used to describe the properties to
be verified. In this particular case the properties are UML col-
laboration diagrams.

DLs can also be seen as an automatic, model-based, pro-
perty-verification approach. In DLs the specification and de-
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scription languages are the same. The built-in reasoning ca-
pabilities are used to verify whether hypotheses asserted by
the user are valid on the model. This does not result in coun-
terexamples which consist of execution traces. Model check-
ing starts with a logic model and discovers whether properties
asserted by the user are valid. In a model checking approach
the verification relies on an exhaustive search of all states that
the system will encounter. This gives rise to the known prob-
lem of state explosion. DLs construct models in which the
property is valid. Model checking focuses explicitly on tem-
poral properties unlike DLs. However, some DLs correspond
to certain modal logics of which temporal logics are special
cases. Which properties can be checked by a model checker
depends on the expressiveness of the specification language.

Research on model refactoring is also emerging. A set of
basic UML refactorings is provided in [40] to improve the
software design in a stepwise fashion. Boger et al. show how
model refactorings can be integrated in the Poseidon UML
refactoring browser [3]. Astels uses a UML tool to perform
refactorings more easily, and also to aid in code smell detec-
tion [1]. Model refactorings are defined in [29] as a sequence
of transformation rules. Surprisingly, none of the above ap-
proaches towards model refactoring takes behaviour preser-
vation into account. One of the reasons is that there is no
generally accepted behavioural interpretation of UML mod-
els. Therefore, we consider this as an important contribution
of our paper.

The approach presented in our paper does not explicitly
specify model refactorings as model transformations. In or-
der to do this, the UML metamodel first needs to be extended
with a model transformation language (e.g., based on the ideas
of graph transformation [22]). We also need a formal means
to prove that a transformation preserves precisely those be-
havioural properties that we want to reason about (e.g., ob-
servation and invocation call preservation). Using such a for-
malism, we can guarantee that the refactored model is still
consistent, without needing to recheck all consistency rules.
This is precisely the approach taken by [13] in the context of
UML-RT. Transformation rules specify local modifications
that preserve a local consistency property (e.g., absence of
deadlocks) that can be checked locally. This enables an incre-
mental approach to consistency checking. Such an incremen-
tal approach provides a promising alternative to traditional
model checking approaches [7], where the entire model needs
to be verified again, even when small and local changes have
been made to a model.

A lot of research has been done in the context of pro-
gram refinements. Specifically, in the context of model refine-
ment, two methodologies are well-known, namely Catalysis
[9] and KobrA [4]. Catalysis [9] provides complete support
for component-based development with objects and frame-
works, building on emergent standards including the UML.
Component interactions can be described on different levels
of detail. More detailed descriptions can be built in a system-
atic way from abstract ones. High-level process guidelines
are provided for applying refinement techniques. The KobrA
method [4] represents a synthesis of several advanced soft-

ware technologies. The basic goal is to provide a systematic
approach to the development of component-based applica-
tion frameworks. UML models are instantiated and mapped
through a set of well-defined refinement and translation steps
into an executable representation.

Recently, refinement techniques have been applied in the
context of UML. Davies and Crichton [8] use CSP refinement
relations to induce a notion of refinement for UML. The pro-
posed approach necessitates a thorough understanding of the
effects and restrictions of CSP refinement relations on UML.
Jürjens [18] uses refinement for security-critical systems in
UML. He introduces a formal semantics for UML and de-
fines two kinds of refinements which preserve some domain-
dependent safety properties. Shen et al. [34] propose a set of
rules based on UML class diagram refinement, more specifi-
cally refinement of relationships specified between classes, to
support model checking for software refinement. These rules
are embedded in the UML metamodel using stereotypes and
keep the class models consistent. Only limited rules consid-
ering basic elements of class diagrams are taken into account.
Whittle [45] investigates the role of refinement in UML class
diagrams with OCL constraints. In particular, he provided an
extended example of the automation of parts of the design
process using transformations.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we formalised behaviour expressed by UML
protocol state machines and sequence diagrams. Based on
this formalisation, different kinds of behaviour inheritance
consistencies were defined between state machines and se-
quence diagrams of a class and its refined subclass. Using
those consistency definitions, we derived similar definitions
of behaviour preservation properties between a class and its
refactored version. We also proved some interesting addi-
tional properties regarding inheritance consistency and be-
haviour preservation between a refined class and its refac-
tored version.

Based on our formalisation, description logics were pro-
posed and applied as a reasoning formalism for the detec-
tion of inconsistencies and call preservation violations. As a
proof of concept of our approach, we implemented our ideas
as an extension of a Poseidon plug-in in which the RACER
DL system is used to formally specify and reason about UML
models as a collection of DL concepts and roles. We used this
tool to detect the inconsistencies we encountered in the evolv-
ing design of an ATM simulation. The DL reasoning abilities
were successfully used to detect inconsistencies between the
behaviour of a class and its refinements. We also used the tool
to check the preservation of behaviour between subsequent
versions of a class.

Until now, we only carried out experiments on small ex-
amples. Experiments on real industrial models remain to be
done. Based on these experiments, we hope to find out which
kinds of model refactorings are most useful in practice, and
what are the kind of behavioural properties that should be
preserved by these refactorings.
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We also plan to explore if other consistency specifications
such as the ones defined in [43] correspond to the preserva-
tion of certain behavioural properties. We need to extend our
formalisation for parametrised messages and transitions. As
a consequence, we must investigate to which extent DLs can
be used in this case or whether another reasoning formalism
will be needed.

From a tool perspective, we need to supply the user with
more detailed feedback about the detected inconsistencies or
preservation violations. This can be achieved by storing extra
information on the translation of UML model elements into
DL concepts. The tool also needs to be enhanced to support
resolution of detected inconsistencies or preservation viola-
tions. Finally, we plan to extend our ideas to deal with con-
sistency maintenance and behaviour preservation across dif-
ferent levels of abstraction (e.g., requirements specifications,
analysis and design models, and programs). This will allow
us to provide better formal support throughout the model-
driven engineering process.
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